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ABSTRACT 

We report on a measurement of the branching ratio of the decay B"^ -> Xci (1-^)^ • 

Here "we" represents our HEP group, because this work is completed by me under 

the assistance of other members of our group. It is the first time that the B —> 

Xci(l-P)^''' decay is reconstructed inpp coUisions, although it has been previously ob

served in e^e~ collisions. The data sample consists of 110 pb~^ of pp collisions at a cen

ter of mass energy of 1.8 TeV collected by the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF). 

This data was collected during Run I of the Tevatron from 1992 through 1995. The 

Xci(l-P) meson is reconstructed via the decay Xci(l^) —)• J/ip'j, and the J/-^ meson 

is reconstructed via the decay J/ip -^ /w"*"/̂ "- Signals of 18.7 ± 5.6 B^ -^ Xci(l-P)^^ 

events and 487.3±24.2 B'^ -> J/ipK^ events are observed. Using these numbers along 

with acceptance corrections calculated from detector simulations we determine the 

ratio of branching ratios BR(5+ -^ Xci( l^)^^)/BR(5+ - i J/^K^). Then by using 

the world average Particle Data Group (PDG) value for BR(5+ -)> J/ipK'^), we calcu

late the branching ratio BR(5+ ^ Xci(l^)^^) to be (9.0±3.0{stat)±l.2(sys))xl0-\ 

which has a comparable error to the value quoted in the PDG. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of B mesons provides a laboratory in which the behavior of the strong 

and electroweak interactions can be investigated. The branching ratios (BR) of these 

mesons into final states consisting of only hadrons have been studied theoretically 

and shown to yield insights into the interactions that take place between a quark and 

antiquark pair at short distance scales [1, 2, 3]. 

The branching ratio of a decay process is defined as the probability that a particle 

decays to a given final state. The current branching ratio for the decay B^ —)• 

Xci{lP)K+, BR(5+ ^ Xci( l^)^^) = (1.0±0.4) X 10-^ quoted by the Particle Data 

Group (PDG) [4], is based on the results from the CLEO and ARGUS experiments, 

which are based on only a handful of events [7, 8]. 

The objective of this work is to get a more precise branching ratio for the decay 

B'^ —>• Xci(l-P)^^ based on the results from the ColUder Detector at Fermilab (CDF) 

experiment. The Feynman diagram of the above decay is presented in Figure 1.1. 

The quark composition of the mesons in which we are interested is the following: 

B'^{bu), B^(bs), Xci(cc), J/ip{cc), K'^{us), K^{ds). The topologically similar decays 

B^ -^ Xci(l^)^'^, B° ^ Xci(lP)K'^ and B^ -^ Xci(l^)^*° are of theoretical [5, 6] 

and experimental interest [7, 8]. In particular the decay B^ —̂  Xci(l^)-^? will provide 

a useful mode for CP violation studies [8]. If soft-gluon exchange is neglected, then 

we do not expect to see B mesons decay to Xco-̂  or Xc2^ states [8]. The data samples 

we used were collected by CDF during the Run I period of the Tevatron run from 

1992 through 1995. 

We use the technique of measuring the ratio of branching ratios BR{B^ —>• 

Xci(li^)^^)/BR(5+ -> J/^pK^) instead of measuring the BR(B+ -^ Xci( l^)^^) 

directly. We therefore have to reconstruct both the B+ -^ Xci(l^)-^^ and B^ -^ 

J/ipK'^ decays. These decays are quite similar except for an additional daughter 

soft photon from the decay Xci(l^) -^ J/ipl- So here wc have at least two reasons 



B̂  
J/V or Xci 

K+ 

+ - ) • Figure 1.1: The Feynman Diagram of the decays B'^ -^ Xcii^P)^^ and B 
J/ipK'^. Xci and J/ip are both cc states with different relative angular momenta 
between the c and c 

to measure the ratio of the branching ratios rather than the branching ratio directly. 

One is because the branching ratio for the process B'^ -^ J/ipK'^ has a well measured 

world average value, (9.9 ± 1.0) x 10""̂ , and therefore it provides a good reference for 

the measurement of the B^ -^ Xci ( l^ )^^ decay. The other reason is that by using 

this technique we cancel out several detector efficiencies and systematic uncertainties 

involved in our reconstruction. 

In this work I will describe the event selection and the analysis method, the Monte 

Carlo simulation, the efficiency calculations, and the various sources of systematic 

uncertainty. I will show how to calculate the ratio of the branching ratios of the two 

decay models. 

The charge conjugate state B~ -> Xci{^P)^~ is also detected and included in our 

analysis. 



CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

This chapter describes the experimental apparatus used to obtain the data that 

was used in this analysis. The experiment was performed at the Tevatron Collider at 

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL or Fermilab). The data used in this 

study was recorded by CDF during the Run I period of the Tevatron run. 

2.1 The Tevatron pp Collider 

The Fermilab Tevatron Collider shown in Figure 2.1 is a circular proton-antiproton 

collider, 6.3 km in circumference. The center of mass energy, y^, of the pp collisions 

is 1.8 TeV. The protons used in the collider must go through several acceleration 

processes in order to reach such high energies. First, H~ ions are produced from 

gaseous hydrogen and then subjected to a 750 keV electrostatic potential. Then the 

H~ ions are accelerated to 400 MeV by a linear accelerator, called the Linac, and they 

passed through a carbon foil, where the electrons are stripped off leaving only protons. 

The protons are injected into a circular alternating gradient synchrotron called the 

Booster where they are accelerated to 8 GeV. The protons are then transferred to 

the Main Ring synchrotron where they are accelerated to about 150 GeV. At this 

point, a portion of the protons is extracted from the Main Ring in order to collide 

with a stationary nickel target. The proton collisions with the nickel target produce 

antiprotons, which are collected and stored in a storage ring called the Accumulator 

ring. When enough antiprotons have been generated (approximately 10^ )̂ they are 

injected into the Main Ring and accelerated to 150 GeV. 

When there are protons and antiprotons in the Main Ring with energies of 150 GeV, 

six 30-cm long bunches of protons and six similar bunches of antiprotons are injected 

into the Tevatron. In the Tevatron the protons and antiprotons travel in opposite 

directions in high magnetic fields produced by the Tevatron's superconducting di-

pole magnets, and both protons and antiprotons are accelerated simultaneously to 



900 GeV. Once the beams reach this energy they are focussed with strong magnets 

to a transverse cross section of Sbpm radius and aligned to intersect at a point near 

the center of the CDF detector. This interaction point is called BO, and is one of the 

six places in the Tevatron where collisions can occur. The time between proton and 

antiproton bunch crossings is 3.5/zs. 

DO 
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Figure 2.1: The Fermilab Tevatron pp Collider 

2.2 The Collider Detector at Fermilab 

The CDF is a 5000-ton multipurpose detector, located at the BO interaction point, 

that can identify many different particles that are produced during high energy pp 

collisions. An isometric cut away drawing of the CDF detector is shown in Figure 2.3, 

and two quarter cross sections of the detector are shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. The 

detector has the ability to track charged particles, give high resolution momentum 

measurements, and yield energy measurements. 

The CDF is a cylindrically symmetric detector, and its axis lies along the center 

of the Tevatron beampipe. The center of the detector is located approximately at the 

interaction point where the protons and antiprotons collide. In Cartesian coordinates, 

the positive .^-axis lies along the proton beam direction and the x and y axes lie in 

the plane perpendicular to the beam. The x-axis points away from the Tevatron in 

the horizontal plane and the y-axis points up. In polar coordinates, r is the radius 



from the center of the detector (or beampipe), the polar angle 6 is measured from the 

proton beam or 2;-axis, and the azimuthal angle (j) is measured from the plane of the 

Tevatron ring. Another useful coordinate used in this discussion is pseudorapidity 

(7;), and it is defined as r/ = —ln{tan(9/2)). 

Figure 2.2: The Appearance Photo of the Collider Detector at Fermilab 

Starting from the center of the detector there is the magnetic spectrometer which 

consists of tracking devices inside a 3-m diameter, 5-m long superconducting solenoidal 

magnet which operates at 1.4 T. The detector is divided into a central region, end 

plugs, which form the pole pieces for the solenoidal magnet, and forward-backward 

regions. Electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic (HA) calorimeters are located outside 

of the solenoid, and further out (at larger radius) from the hadronic calorimeters 

there are muon chambers in the central region. There are toroidal steel magnets and 

chambers that provide additional muon coverage and shielding on each end of the 

detector. 

The CDF detector components are described in detail elsewhere [9], but we only 

describe the components of the detector that are important for this analysis: the 

silicon vertex detector (SVX), the central tracking chamber (CTC). the central elec

tromagnetic calorimeter (CEM) and strip chamber (CES), and the muon detectors. 
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Figure 2.3: Isometric cut away view of the Collider Detector at Fermilab 

2.2.1 Tracking Detectors 

The SVX is a 51-cm long, four-layer cylindrical silicon microstrip vertex detector 

that surrounds the beampipe (see Figure 2.4). The S\'X is located directly outside 

the 1.9-cm radius beryllium beampipe. The four layers are at radii of 3.0, 4.2. 5.7. 

and 7.9 cm from the beam line. The SVX allows for the precise extrapolation, in the 

r — 0 plane, of tracks into the region of the beampipe that does not contain detectors. 

By extrapolating these tracks secondary vertices can be found coming from secondary 

particle decays. Outside the S\'X is a set of vertex time projection chambers (\TX). 

which are used to provide r — z tracking information out to a radius of 22-cm and for 

|7;| < 3.25. 

Both the S\'X and VTX are located inside the central tracking chamber (CTC). 

The CTC is a 3.2-m long drift chamber that extends in radius from 31.0-cm to 
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Figure 2.4: Color coded quadrant of the Collider Detector at Fermilab 

132.5-cm. The CTC has 84 sampling wire layers, organized in 5 axial and 4 stereo 

"superlayers." Axial superlayers have 12 radially separated layers of sense wires, 

parallel to the 2;-axis, that measure the r - </> position of a track. Stereo superlayers 

have 6 sense wire layers, with a 3° stereo angle, that measure a combination of r - 0 

and z information. The stereo angle direction alternates at each stereo superlayer. 

2.2.2 CEM Calorimeters 

Calorimeters use total-absorption method to measure the energy and position 

coordinates of secondaries from high-energy interactions. In the absorption process, 

the incident particle interacts in a large detector mass, generating secondary particles 

which in turn generate tertiary particles, and so on, so that all (or most) of the 

incident energy appears as ionization or excitation in the medium-hence the term 
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Figure 2.5: Quadrant view of the Collider Detector at Fermilab 

"calorimeter." 

CDF has a "tower" geometry for all calorimeters (see Figures 2.3 and 2.4). Each 

tower has an electromagnetic shower counter in front of a hadron calorimeter, so that 

one can make a detailed comparison of electromagnetic to hadronic energy on a tower-

by-tower basis. Each electromagnetic shower counter uses lead sheets interspersed 

with scintillator as the active detector medium in the central region. For electrons 

and photons of high energy, cascade showers are caused by the combined phenomena 

of bremsstrahlung and pair production. A parent electron will radiate photons, which 
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convert to e"̂  - e~ pairs, which radiate and produce fresh pairs in turn, and the number 

of particles increases exponentially with depth in the medium. In our measurement 

we use electromagnetic calorimeters located at the central part of CDF (CEM) in our 

photon reconstruction. 

2.2.3 CES Proportional Chambers 

The proportional electromagnetic strip chambers (CES) are embedded in the 

calorimeter at a depth of six radiation lengths and they can be used to determine 

the shower position and tranverse development at shower maximum by measuring 

the charge deposition on orthogonal strips and wires. The strips are copper-backed 

JQ inch PC boards with through-plated holes for ease of connection. A three piece 

aluminium extrusion is used as a base to form the cells. This chamber is used in our 

Xci(l^) and photon reconstruction (Section 3.3.3). 

2.2.4 Muon Detectors 

The muon detector system consists of four main components as shown in Figure 

2.3, central muon detector (CMU), central muon upgrade (CMP), forward muon 

detector (FMU) and the central muon extension (CMX). There are four layers of 

muon drift chambers embedded in the wedge directly outside of the Central Hadronic 

Calorimeters (CHA) that form the central muon detection system. The CMU covers 

the region |7;| < 0.6. Outside of the CMU there is additional absorber consisting of 

0.6-m of steel followed by a system of four layers of muon drift chambers that make 

up the CMP. The CMX is an extension of the central muon detector system that 

covers the range 0.6 < \rj\ < 1.0. The forward muon system consists of two pairs of 

toroids, one pair at positive r] and the other at negative. There are electrodeless drift 

chambers installed between the toroid, and two planes of scintillation counters. 

9 



CHAPTER III 

EVENT SELECTION 

3.1 Monte Carlo Simulation and Reconstruction 

The reasons to have a Monte Carlo simulation are the following: First we need to 

determine the kinematic and geometric acceptances of the decays B^ —> Xci ( l^ )^^ 

and B'^ -^ J/ipK^. Second we need the Monte Carlo to optimize the selection criteria 

that we should apply to the data sample to increase the ratio of signal to noise in our 

analysis. The choice of the selection criteria is very crucial in this analysis because 

our signal is a small one. The Monte Carlo analysis also helps us determine optimal 

fitting parameters used in the fitting of the invariant mass distribution as we will see 

at Chapter V. In addition, the Monte Carlo allows us to calculate some systematic 

uncertainties. 

The Monte Carlo used the Bgenerator package [11]. A particle-antiparticle mix 

{B'^ and B~) was produced by generating b-quarks according to the next-to-leading 

order QCD predictions of Nason, Dawson, and Ellis [12, 13] using a scale /x = /XQ = 

y/ml -\- Pt{by and m^ = 4.75 GeV/c^. Ho is basically the energy of the b. The 

simulated events were generated with a minimum b-quark P^ > b.OGeV/c, and ra

pidity range of (yb) -1.5 < ?/6 < 1.5 (ŷ , = tanh~^{'^) where p^ is the momentum in 

z-direction and E is the energy). The b-quark is fragmented into B hadrons using 

Peterson fragmentation [14] with the fragmentation parameter ê , set to 0.006. 

The generated B^ mesons were decayed by using the CLEO decay table (QQ)[15]. 

They were simulated by the software program QFL' . To minimize the disk space 

needed by the large amount of Monte Carlo generated events, some filters have been 

pre-applied. The events that passed were called "good" events. 50000 such "good" 

events were stored in files for further analysis. 
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3.2 Data Sample 

The analysis is based on the data sample of dimuon events collected by CDF in 

Run I, which corresponds to an integrated luminosity of about 110 pb~^. The sample 

was processed with production code version 7.12 of the CDF OFFLINE package. 

3.3 Event Selection Requirement 

The procedure to identify the correct candidates and also to increase the ratio of 

signal to noise is described in Chapter V. Here we describe several selection criteria 

applied to both the data and the Monte Carlo generated B'^ events in order to isolate 

the signal as well as possible. 

3.3.1 J/ip Selection 

The J/xp —>• p'^fi~ candidate decays were reconstructed and identified by recon

structing the invariant mass of two oppositely charged central muons. Muons were re

constructed by matching track segments found in the central muon system to charged 

particle tracks reconstructed in the CTC. We accept all muons detected in any central 

muon detector. 

We also require that the transverse momentum Pt of both muons be greater than 

2.0 GeV/c (for events from RUN lA at least one muon is required to have Pt > 

2.8GeV/c). This requirement is due to dimuon trigger thresholds. 

We require at least one muon which is reconstructed in the SVX (i.e. at least 3 

associated SVX hits were found). We then keep the J/ip candidates for which the 

muon pair passes a vertex constrained fit and the mass of the dimuon is within ± 40 

MeV/c^ of the worid average value of the J/xp mass, 3.097 GeV/c^[4]. 

3.3.2 K^ Selection 

After J/ip candidates are found, events are scanned for the next daughter, the 

particle R-^. The K+ from B+ -^ J/ipK^ and 5+ -^ Xci ( l^ )^^ decays is required 

to pass the following cuts: 
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We require that the K^ is reconstructed inside the SVX detector. The Pt of the 

Kaon was required to be greater than 1.25 GeV/c. The determination of this Pt 

cut by optimization will be discussed at Chapter IV. The K'^ track is then matched 

to the dimuon vertex using a three track vertex constrained fit with the subroutine 

CTVMFT, where the dimuon mass is constrained to the J/ijj mass. CTVMFT is 

a subroutine that determines how well the tracks of interest originate from a single 

vertex. Only vertices with xV^DOF less than 2.5 are used in the final sample where 

NDOF stands for the number of degrees of freedom. 

3.3.3 Xci(l-P) and Photon Selection 

After the J/ipK^ candidates are found, we then switch to the photon search from 

the Xci(l-P) -^ J/i>l decay using the same algorithm described in previous Xc and Xb 

analyses [16, 17]. We calculate the photon direction using the vertex of the J/ipK^ 

candidate and the shower position in the strip chamber (CES), which is described 

in Section 2.2.2. The photon momentum is the product of this vector times the 

calorimeter energy. We have chosen the following photon selection criteria to isolate 

the Xci(l-P) signal. First we need to find a central calorimeter electromagnetic tower 

(neither tower 9 nor the chimney tower) with photon transverse energy, E'J > O.TGeV. 

In addition there should be at least one strip chamber cluster reconstructed in both 

views for this tower. (We use the STPANA clustering module with a seed threshold 

of 200 MeV). This cluster is required to lay within the strip chamber fiducial volume: 

\x\ < 20cm, \z\ > 10cm and \Zedge\ > 2cm, where Z^dge is the distance between 

the shower position and the edge of the tower in the Z direction. Candidate towers 

were rejected if charged particles pointed to it (NoTrack cut). After these photon 

selections were applied, the difference of the invariant mass M{ji'^ij,~j) and invariant 

Xcii^P) mass from PDG (3.51053 GeV) [4] is shown in Figure 3.1. We see a clear 

Xci(li') signal peak. We plot AM = Mip-^/i-j) - M^J^^ + 20MeV instead of 

AM = M(//+//~7) - M^^^, because we observed that the reconstructed \ci( lP) 

mass is 20 MeV lower than the world average value. The \ ( i ( lP) candidates are 

12 



selected by requiring the mass to be within ±110 MeV of the peak. The ±110 MeV 

corresponds to a ±2.5cr mass window around the peak value. 

3.3.4 B+ Selection in B+ -^ Xcii'^P)^^ and 5+ ^ J/'0A'+ 

For both decay channels, the B+ signal is reconstructed with the following selec

tion criteria. The Pt of B^ is greater than 5.0 GeV/c and the requirement for the 

proper lifetime of the B^ meson is: CT > 120/xm. The requirement for the impact 

parameter of the B meson with respect to the beamUne is: \Ixy(B)\ < SOjim. These 

kinematic requirements were optimized with a study of S^/B and 5^/(5 + B) using 

both data and Monte Carlo generated events. The details for this optimization are 

explained in the following chapter. 

13 
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CHAPTER IV 

OPTIMIZATION OF KINEMATIC CUTS 

The choice of the kinematic requirements for the Pt of Kaon, Pt of B^, im

pact parameter |4y| and proper lifetime cr were optimized by varying them over 

the expected range. The Pt requirement of the Kaon was studied for the values 

Pt{K) > 1.00,1.25,1.50,1.75,2.00GeV/c. The Pt requirement of the 5+ was investi

gated at Pt > 5,6, IGeV/c. The impact parameter requirement was investigated for 

the values |4y| < 60,80,100,120yLAm. For the proper lifetime, the values investigated 

were CT[B) > 80,100,120, UOpm. 

For all possible 240 combinations of the above requirements, we have studied the 

quantities S^/B and S^/{S-\-B), where S stands for the number of B^ -^ Xci( lP)^^ 

events expected in our sample, and B represents the number of background events un

der the signal peak as estimated using the linear fit to the background and integrating 

in the range of ±Sa around the signal peak. 

The S used in the S'^/B calculation comes directly from the number of events in 

the Monte Carlo mass distribution fitting, so it is unnormalized. The S used in the 

S^/{S + B) calculation is properly normalized and represents the signal expected in 

our data sample. This S is calculated by using the acceptance from B'^ -^ J/ipK'^ 

and B'^ -^ Xcii^P)^^ Monte Carlo and the number of the observed J/ipK'^ events 

in the data. The formula is: 

S = N^AJm) ———-j-—^ ^ _ _ . (4.1) 

Here Nobs{J/'ipK'^) is the number of J/ipK^ candidates from the data (Page 53 

of [18]). Aji^K+ is the acceptance for B^ -^ J/ipK^ from the Monte Carlo studies 

that are described at Section 5.2. The branching ratios of 5+ -)> Xci(lP)^"^ . B"^ -> 

J/ipK^ and Xci(l^) -^ J/ '07 are 1.0 x 10~^ 9.9 x 10""̂  and 0.273 respectively from 

PDG [4]. The acceptance of 5+ -> Xci ( l^ )^^ is calculated from a Monte Carlo 

Simulation. 
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After we performed the 4 dimensional grid S'^/B and 5^/(5 + B) study for the 

Pt{B), CT{B), \Ixy{B)\ and Pt{K) requirements in the range we mentioned above, 

we chose Pt{B) > b.OGeV/c and CT{B) > 120//m as the optimal requirements for 

the B meson. The corresponding study of the selection criteria for the |4y(-^)| and 

Kaon Pt shows that the optimal requirement for |4y| is |4y| < 60pm (see the table 

below). Studies performed in previous analyses indicate that the |4y| distribution 

from data is about 15% wider than the one in the Monte Carlo[19], therefore we 

chose the final cut at 80 pm. For the Pt{K) requirement we find that the optimal 

value is 1.5 Gev/c based on the S'^/B studies, and Pt{K) > l.OGeV/c based on the 

5^/(5 + B) studies. Since the optimal values for both S^/B and 5^/(5 + B) are 

consistent within errors between the cuts Pt{K) > l.OGeV/c and Pt{K) > l.dGeV/c, 

we chose the requirement Pt{K) > 1.25GeV/c. 

Table 4.1: S^/B values for Pt(K) versus impact parameter 

GeV/c 

Pt{K) > 1.0 

Pt{K) > 1.25 

Pt{K) > 1.5 

Pt{K) > 1.75 

Pt{K) > 2.0 

Pt{K) > 2.25 

Pt{K) > 2.5 

\Ixy\ < 40// 

8200±1207 

9251±1497 

9894±1782 

10064±1975 

9914±2147 

11302±2855 

11288±3128 

\Ixy\ < QOp 

9142±1209 

9788±1408 

11085±1806 

11138±1965 

11423±2250 

11324±2444 

11007±2560 

\Ixy\< SOp 

7894±972 

8985±1218 

10041±1524 

10060±1652 

10528±1935 

9598±1881 

9648±2048 

\Ixy\ < 100/i 

6980±830 

7990±1043 

8758±1269 

8561±1332 

9256±1610 

8533±1602 

8755±1793 

\Ixy\ < 120/i 

6475±758 

7500±964 

8238±1172 

8373±1292 

9015±1548 

8411±1571 

8658±1766 
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Table 4.2: S^/{S + B) values for Pt{K) and impact parameter 

GeV/c 

Pt{K) > 1.0 

Pt{K) > 1.25 

Pt{K) > 1.5 

Pt{K) > 1.75 

Pt{K) > 2.0 

Pt{K) > 2.25 

Pt{K) > 2.0 

\Ixy\< 40/U 

13.2±1.9 

13.3±2.2 

12.9±2.3 

12.2±2.4 

11.4±2.5 

10.9±2.8 

10.2±2.8 

\Ixy\ < QOp 

15.2±2.0 

15.0±2.2 

15.0±2.4 

14.1±2.5 

13.3±2.6 

12.3±2.7 

11.4±2.7 

\Ixy\ < 80/i 

14.4±1.8 

14.8±2.0 

14.7±2.2 

13.9±2.3 

13.3±2.4 

12.0±2.4 

11.3±2.4 

\Ixy\ < 100/U 

13.5±1.6 

14.0±1.8 

13.9±2.0 

13.0±2.0 

12.7±2.2 

11.5±2.1 

11.0±2.3 

\Ixy\ < 120/i 

13.0±1.5 

13.6±1.7 

13.5±1.9 

12.8±2.0 

12.6±2.2 

11.4±2.1 

10.9±2.2 
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CHAPTER V 

B MASS FITTING AND ACCEPTANCE STUDY 

5.1 B mass spectrum fitting 

The mass distribution of the B meson for the decay modes B'^ —> Xcii^P)^'^ and 

B^ -> J/ipK'^ are shown in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2, respectively. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 

show the corresponding distributions in the Monte Carlo. For the first decay, since 

we are dealing with low energy photons, a sizable fraction of their energy could have 

been lost in the inert material in front of the calorimeter, therefore a correction has 

been applied to the photon energy, which has been determined by varying the E^ so 

that the calculated mj/^j value equals to the one of m^ in PDG. 

The histograms of the two data samples were fitted separately by using the 

MN_FIT program. A first-order polynomial function and a Gaussian function are 

applied during the fitting. The offset parameter of the polynomial function is fixed at 

the PDG value of the 5+ mass for both samples (b.27SdGeV/c^[4]). The width of the 

Gaussian function is also fixed at 11.5 MeV. This value is obtained from increasing 

the Monte Carlo width based on the B^ -^ Xci(^P)^^ decay Monte Carlo and the 

ratio of the widths of the J/ipK decay in data and Monte Carlo. 

-.observed 
expected _ MC J/J^K (t:.^\ 

From fitting the mass distribution, we get the number of the observed events for 

both decays. They are 18.7 ± 5.6 for the 5+ -^ Xci( lP)^^ channel and 487.3 ± 24 

for the 5+ -^ J/ipK^ channel. 

5.2 Geometric/Kinematic Acceptance Study 

The geometric/kinematic acceptance can be calculated for both decay channels 

by using the Monte Carlo files discussed in Sec. 3.1. ^xci(iP)i<r+ and AJJ^K^ are the 

acceptances for the two decay channels, respectively. A^^^(^IP)K+ can be written in 
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factorized form as: 

where ^j/^^+ is the acceptance for reconstructing J/ip and K'^ from the decay B'^ -^ 

Xcii'^P)^^- A^ is the photon acceptance after the J/'ip and K'^ are found, and its 

calculation will be described in Section 5.3. The values of AJ/^K+ and Aj/^^+ were 

calculated from the number of events in the reconstructed Monte Carlo signal peak 

divided by the number of generated B mesons in the region of b.OGeV/c < P^ < 

30.0Gey/cand |?/B| < 0.9. 

As we will see in Chapter VI, what we really care for is the ratio A-^^^(^IP)K+/AJ/^K+ 

in our branching ratio calculation. After the above analysis, we get: 

A' 
—^^^ = 0.77 ± 0.04. (5.2) 
Aj/^pK 

Although the same J/ipK'^ selection was used for both decay channels, and the photon 

involved in B^ -^ Xcii^P)^^ is quite soft, the unexpected difference between these 

two acceptances seems to be able to be explained after we consider the polarization 

of the J/ip in both channels. Although the Xcii^P) and J/ip from B^ —>• Xcii^P)^'^ 

and B^ —)• J/ipK'^ have the same helicities, the J/ip from Xci(l-P) will have a different 

helicity from the direct J/xp and consequently different muon momenta. 

5.3 Photon Acceptance 

After the J/ip and K'^ are found for the 5+ -> Xci( lP)^^ decay, there is another 

acceptance, the photon acceptance A^ to be considered. The photon acceptance A^ 

is the probability that the photon lands in the fiducial volume of the strip chambers 

and passes the calorimeter and CES reconstruction requirements. Here we used the 

same method described in previous Xb [16] and Xc analyses [17]. The equation is: 
^NoTrack sr^ iKTipK,central /'Z7'7\ 

The two values of A^̂ '̂̂ "̂*'"''̂  and N^f^ were derived from Monte Cario. The efficiency 

for photon detection ê  was measured by using the electrons from photon conversions 
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in the data sample. The t^^'^^^^^ was measured by looking at the frequency of the 

tracks hitting random calorimeter towers. All values inside the sum were binned in 

E'^ (see Figure 5.5). Our result for the photon acceptance is: 

A^ = 0.165 ±0.006. (5.2) 
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Figure 5.1: The invariant mass distribution of J/ip'yK from Run I data in GeV/c^. 

The histogram is fitted with a Gaussian signal and a linear background. The peak 

contains 18.7 ± 5.3 5+ -> Xci( l^)^^ events 
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Figure 5.2: The invariant mass distribution of J/ipK from Run I data in GeV/c^. 

The histogram is fitted with a Gaussian signal and a linear background. The peak 

contains 487 ± 24 5+ ^ J/ipK^ events 
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Figure 5.3: The invariant mass distribution of reconstructed J/ip^K from Monte 

Cario in GeV/c^ 
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Figure 5.4: The invariant mass distribution of J/ipK from Monte Carlo in GeV/c^ 
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Figure 5.5: The Ej. spectrum after the B'^ -^ J/ipK^ requirement (solid line) and 

after the additional photon requirements (dashed line) 
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CHAPTER VI 

BRANCHING RATIO AND SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTY 

6.1 Measurement of the branching ratio B'^ -> Xcii^P)^^ 

Now we have all the elements for calculating of the ratio of the branching ratios. 

The equation we use is: 

Br{B+ ^ Xci(l^)i^+) _ Kbs{Xci{lP)K+)Aj/^K-^ 

Br{B+^ J/1PK+) N,bs{J/i^K^)A'j^^K^A,Br{xci{lP) ^ J/i^l) ^ ' ^ 

The number of observed reconstructed events NgbsiXcii^P)^^) and Nobs{J/4'^^) 

were obtained from the fitting results described in section 5.1. Sections 5.2 and 

5.3 discuss the ratio of the geometric/kinematic acceptance and photon acceptance 

respectively. The world average value of the branching ratio Xcii^P) -^ J/'^l is 

0.273 ± 0.016 from PDG[4]. Here we have all the elements needed to calculate the 

ratio of branching ratios R which is equal to 0.91. 

6.2 Systematic Uncertainties 

Systematic uncertainties in our analysis arise from several sources and they are 

described below as well as summarized in Table 6.1. 

First we have to consider systematic uncertainties due to the branching ratios we 

used from the PDG. 

Errors also arise from our calculation of the photon detection efficiency ê  and 

the no track requirement efficiency e^"'^''"'''^. The uncertainty in e^ is due to the 

difference in the shower development between electrons and photons in the material 

in front of the calorimeter and to the uncertainty on the amount of this material. The 

uncertainty in e '̂'̂ ''"'̂ '' is due to limited statistics in the random tower samples. 

Another effect is associated with the background shape fitting. We use polynomial 

function with different orders in our fitting to evaluate it. 

The last source of systematic uncertainty is from the Monte Carlo production 

model we adopt. Here we studied it by altering the NDE spectrum of the b-quark 
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production. The variation is centered around NDE=1 (m ,̂ = 4.1b, p = PQ and the 

Peterson value 0.006). The result is described in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.1: The various sources of systematic uncertainties 

Source 

PDG branching ratios 

Background shape 

NoTrack 

Production model 

Uncertainty (xlO ^) 

1.0 

0.3 

0.4 

0.4 

0.2 

{A' ){A ) 

Table 6.2: Kinematic acceptance ratio •'i^^^ of the decays B^ —> Xci ( l^ )^^ 
and B^ -^ J/ipK^ for various production models in the Monte Carlo 

p scale 

mb (GeV) 

Peterson value 

N D E = 1 

î O 

4.75 

0.006 

0.127±0.008 

NDE = 7 

iWo/4 

4.50 

0.008 

0.134±0.009 

NDE = 8 

2 * /xo 

5.00 

0.004 

0.133±0.008 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

It is the first time that the B^ -> Xci(l^)^'^ decay is reconstructed in pp colli

sions, although it has been previously observed in e^e~ collisions. 

We calculate the branching ratio of the decay B+ -^ Xci(l^)^"^ after we muti-

ply R by the branching ratio of the decay B^ -^ J/ipK^ (9.9 ± 1.0 x 10"^). Our 

measurement is: 

BR(B^ ^ Xci(lP)K^) = (9.0 ± 3.0{stat) ± 1.2{sys)) x 10"^ 

This measurement is a little more precise than the current PDG value of (1.0 ± 

0.4 X 10~^) [4]. The averaging of our measurement with the PDG value will result to 

a more precise determination of BR{B^ -^ Xci(l^)^"^)-

We observe that the branching ratio of the decay B^ ->• Xci(l-P)^''" is very similar 

to that of the decay 5+ -^ J/ipK'^. This is expected since Xci(l^) and J/ip{lS) are 

both (cc) states with different relative angular momenta between the c and c. 

From the three decays discussed in the introduction (B+ ->• Xcii^P)^'^, B^ ->• 

Xci{lP)K^s and B^ -^ Xci(l^)^*°), only for the 5+ ^ Xci{lP)K+ decay there 

exists a branching ratio measurement in the PDG. For the other two decays we have 

only upper limit values of the branching ratio. Therefore we can use the decay B^ -^ 

Xci{^P)K^ as an example for reconstructing the other two decay modes and especially 

the B^ —>• Xci{^P)^s decay which is important for the study of CP violation. Our 

work for the reconstruction of B^ ->• Xci{^P)^s is in progress. 

Although we observe over three times as many events as CLEO for the B'^ -^ 

Xci(l-P)^^ decay, our level of background is also significantly higher. We are cur

rently working on reducing the background level further by applying more effective 

selection criteria in our analysis. This background rejection will be very helpful as 

well for the reconstruction of the B^ -^ Xci(l^)^s and B^ -> \,i(lP)i^*° decays. 
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